
UPPER SCHOOL DRESS CODE 2022 - 2023

General Requirements for All Students
* All clothing should fit appropriately, not too tightly or too loosely, with no holes or fraying.
* Outerwear (coats, hats, caps, hoods) may not be worn inside school buildings.
* When permitted, any visible logos should be small.
* On designated dress-down days, Upper School students may wear school-issued
spiritwear shirts, hoodies, sweatshirts, pullovers, and player pack items, or NCS spiritwear
purchased from the Ambassador Store, with blue jeans or dress code bottoms.

Gentlemen
Shirts
* Any solid short or long-sleeved polo shirt  (pique, cotton, or wicking) in these colors:

white, black, gray, navy, yellow, purple
* Any white, yellow, or blue oxford shirt, short or long-sleeved
* One gray NCS logo polo from French Toast required per student by second semester

Shorts/Pants
* Khaki, gray, navy, or black uniform pants: must have pockets, no cargo style
* Khaki, gray, navy, or black uniform shorts: must have pockets, no cargo style

Outer Layering
* Any solid color sweater, blazer, sweatshirt, hoodie, or fleece in these colors:
white, black, gray, navy, yellow, purple.

* Outer layers may not have any logos, other than an embroidered NCS logo
* Outer layers may only be worn over a visible dress-code shirt

Ties (not required)
* Any solid navy, black, gray, white, yellow, or purple tie: regular or bowtie
* NCS custom-plaid ties available only from French Toast, no other plaids permitted

Footwear
* Any color socks
* Shoes may be open or closed-toe but must have backs

It is the mission of Norfolk Christian Schools to equip students spiritually, intellectually and
physically to love God and serve Him as Christ’s Ambassadors in the world.
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Ladies
Shirts
* Any solid short or long-sleeved polo shirt (pique, cotton, or wicking) in these colors:

white, black, gray, navy, yellow, purple
* Any white, yellow, or blue oxford shirt, short or long-sleeved
* Any white, yellow, or blue Peter-Pan collar shirt, short or long-sleeved
* One gray NCS logo polo from French Toast required per student by second semester

Shorts and Pants
* Khaki, gray, navy, or black uniform pants: must have pockets, no cargo style
* Khaki, gray, navy, or black uniform shorts: must have pockets, no cargo style

Skorts and Dresses
* Khaki, gray, navy, or black skorts
* Khaki, gray, navy or black uniform skirts with solid spandex or shorts underneath
* Khaki, gray, navy, or black jumpers
* NCS custom-plaid skorts and jumpers available only from French Toast, no other plaids
permitted **available after 11/22
For grades 6 - 7 only:
Any solid short or long-sleeved polo dress in white, black, gray, navy, yellow, or purple

Outer Layering
* Any solid color sweater, blazer, sweatshirt, hoodie, or fleece in these colors:
white, black, gray, navy, yellow, purple.

* Outer layers may not have any logos, other than an embroidered NCS logo
* Outer layers may only be worn over a visible dress-code shirt

Legwear and Footwear

* Any color socks
* White, gray, black, or navy opaque tights
* Shoes may be open or closed-toe but must have backs

It is the mission of Norfolk Christian Schools to equip students spiritually, intellectually and
physically to love God and serve Him as Christ’s Ambassadors in the world.
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